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Work summary

Today, I have:

• Added a required metadata file, addin-project.xml, to integrate
MonoDevelop.Tizen in the Community Add-in Repository:
http://addins.monodevelop.com
Bob started a build, but the compiler could to resolve an assembly
(glade-sharp, which is bizarre, because we do not reference it directly).
To be investigated;

• Re-built and uploaded .tpks for the HelloMonoTizenOSP demo app; tested
them within the emulator and on the Samsung Z. Bob included a descrip-
tion, link and screenshot on this page:
http://kitsilanosoftware.github.io/MonoDevelop.Tizen/

• Investigated the AOT mechanisms offered by Mono, out-of-the-box. The
“standard” ones, described here:
http://www.mono-project.com/AOT
are only about optimizing application startup time. Even with --aot=full,
they result in additional shared objects, to be used alongside the original
CIL images and the runtime. I.e.:

app.exe corlib.dll mono libmono.so ...

become:

app.exe app.exe.so corlib.dll corlib.dll.so
mono libmono.so ...

So these documented flags, as is, do not seem to solve our problem at all.
Investigating the source, however, revealed this:

if (str_begins_with (arg, "static")) {
opts->static_link = TRUE;
opts->no_dlsym = TRUE;

}

which is much more promising. Using --aot=full,static results in
statically-linkable .o ELF objects; these can (most probably) be collected
and statically linked with libmonosgen.a and a main procedure which
takes care of module registrations, as in:
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http://answers.unity3d.com/questions/49945/gamekit-linker-failure.html
My conclusion: it’s not a “simple flag” as we hoped, but fully static AOT
compilation should be relatively easy to get working with a bit of additional
logic;

• Built a new VM “proto”, 3.0pre-i586-common, based on the following
emulator image/repo:

tizen_20140704.1_common-emulator-wayland-mbr-i586.tar.gz

Tizen 3.0 has switched to “ConnMann” for network setup, and the image
does not seem to pick up its DNS from DHCP. Hardcoded the QEMU
“virtual DNS”’s IP in one of the patches as a workaround.
The Smack MAC mechanism is fully active in this VM, and
/home/developer is missing some labeling, making it non-writable
by the developer user; the current workaround is to build things as root.
This has been pushed to:
https://github.com/kitsilanosoftware/MonoTizen.VMs

• Built a new set of RPMs within a 3.0pre-i586-common VM; that went
without a hitch except for the “build as root” silliness. I will publish them
soon.

Tomorrow, I plan to:

• Publish the Tizen 3.0/Intel RPMs;

• Investigate the glade-sharp issue in the Community Add-in Repository.
With a bit of chance, trimming the <Reference/> list to a minimum will
get us through;

• File some bugs I didn’t get to file today;

• Tie up even more loose ends!
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